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Hackney Council website: www.hackney.gov.uk   

 
 
The Council and Democracy section of the Hackney Council website contains full 
details about the democratic process at Hackney, including: 
 

• Councillor contact details 
• Agendas, reports and minutes from council meetings 
• The council’s constitution 
• Overview and Scrutiny information 
• Details and links to area forums and local consultations 

 
 
Facilities 
 
There are public toilets available, with wheelchair access, on the ground floor of the 
Town Hall.  Induction loop facilities are available in the Assembly Halls, rooms 101, 
102 & 103 and the Council Chamber. Access for people with mobility difficulties can 
be obtained through the ramp on the side to the main Town Hall entrance. 
 

ACCESS AND INFORMATION 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Where a meeting of the Council and its committees are open to the public, the press 
and public are welcome to report on meetings of the Council and its committees, 
through any audio, visual or written methods and may use digital and social media 
providing they do not disturb the conduct of the meeting and providing that the 
person reporting or providing the commentary is present at the meeting. 
 
Those wishing to film, photograph or audio record a meeting are asked to notify the 
Council’s Monitoring Officer by noon on the day of the meeting, if possible, or any 
time prior to the start of the meeting or notify the Chair at the start of the meeting. 
 
The Monitoring Officer, or the Chair of the meeting, may designate a set area from 
which all recording must take place at a meeting. 
 
The Council will endeavour to provide reasonable space and seating to view, hear 
and record the meeting.  If those intending to record a meeting require any other 
reasonable facilities, notice should be given to the Monitoring Officer in advance of 
the meeting and will only be provided if practicable to do so. 
 
The Chair shall have discretion to regulate the behaviour of all those present 
recording a meeting in the interests of the efficient conduct of the meeting.   Anyone 
acting in a disruptive manner may be required by the Chair to cease recording or 
may be excluded from the meeting. Disruptive behaviour may include: moving from 
any designated recording area; causing excessive noise; intrusive lighting; 
interrupting the meeting; or filming members of the public who have asked not to be 
filmed. 
 
All those visually recording a meeting are requested to only focus on recording 
councillors, officers and the public who are directly involved in the conduct of the 
meeting.  The Chair of the meeting will ask any members of the public present if they 
have objections to being visually recorded.  Those visually recording a meeting are 
asked to respect the wishes of those who do not wish to be filmed or photographed.   
Failure by someone recording a meeting to respect the wishes of those who do not 
wish to be filmed and photographed may result in the Chair instructing them to cease 
recording or in their exclusion from the meeting. 
 
If a meeting passes a motion to exclude the press and public then in order to 
consider confidential or exempt information, all recording must cease and all 
recording equipment must be removed from the meeting room. The press and public 
are not permitted to use any means which might enable them to see or hear the 
proceedings whilst they are excluded from a meeting and confidential or exempt 
information is under consideration. 
 
Providing oral commentary during a meeting is not permitted. 

RIGHTS OF PRESS AND PUBLIC TO REPORT  
ON MEETINGS 
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1   Apologies for Absence   

 
2   Declarations of Interest - Members to declare as appropriate   

 
3   Minutes of the Previous Meeting  1 - 4 

 
4   Consultation on Hackney's Evening and Night Time Economy: 

Analysis of Responses  
5 - 30 

 
5   Any Other Business Which in the Opinion of the Chair is Urgent   
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ADVICE TO MEMBERS ON DECLARING INTERESTS 
Hackney Council’s Code of Conduct applies to all Members of the Council, the Mayor and 
co-opted Members.  
 
This note is intended to provide general guidance for Members on declaring interests. 
However, you may need to obtain specific advice on whether you have an interest in a 
particular matter. If you need advice, you can contact: 
 

• The Corporate Director of Legal, HR and Regulatory Services; 
• The Legal Adviser to the committee; or 
• Governance Services. 

 
If at all possible, you should try to identify any potential interest you may have before the 
meeting so that you and the person you ask for advice can fully consider all the 
circumstances before reaching a conclusion on what action you should take.  

 

1.  Do you have a disclosable pecuniary interest in any matter on the 
agenda or which is being considered at the meeting? 

You will have a disclosable pecuniary interest in a matter if it:  
 

i. relates to an interest that you have already registered in Parts A and C of the Register of 
Pecuniary Interests of you or your spouse/civil partner, or anyone living with you as if 
they were your spouse/civil partner; 

 
ii. relates to an interest that should be registered in Parts A and C of the  Register of 

Pecuniary Interests of your spouse/civil partner, or anyone living with you as if they were 
your spouse/civil partner, but you have not yet done so; or 

 
iii. affects your well-being or financial position or that of your spouse/civil partner, or 

anyone living with you as if they were your spouse/civil partner. 

 

2.  If you have a disclosable pecuniary interest in an item on the 
agenda you must: 

i. Declare the existence and nature of the interest (in relation to the relevant agenda item) 
as soon as it becomes apparent to you (subject to the rules regarding sensitive 
interests).  

 
ii. You must leave the room when the item in which you have an interest is being 

discussed.  You cannot stay in the meeting room or public gallery whilst discussion of 
the item takes place and you cannot vote on the matter.  In addition, you must not seek 
to improperly influence the decision. 

 
iii. If you have, however, obtained dispensation from the Monitoring Officer or Standards 

Committee you may remain in the room and participate in the meeting.  If dispensation 
has been granted it will stipulate the extent of your involvement, such as whether you 
can only be present to make representations, provide evidence or whether you are able 
to fully participate and vote on the matter in which you have a pecuniary interest. 



 
 

 

3.  Do you have any other non-pecuniary interest on any matter on 
the agenda which is being considered at the meeting? 

You will have ‘other non-pecuniary interest’ in a matter if: 
 
i. It relates to an external body that you have been appointed to as a Member or in 

another capacity; or  
 
ii. It relates to an organisation or individual which you have actively engaged in supporting. 

 

4. If you have other non-pecuniary interest in an item on the agenda 
you must: 

i. Declare the existence and nature of the interest (in relation to the relevant agenda item) 
as soon as it becomes apparent to you.  

 
ii. You may remain in the room, participate in any discussion or vote provided that 

contractual, financial, consent, permission or licence matters are not under 
consideration relating to the item in which you have an interest.   

 
iii. If you have an interest in a contractual, financial, consent, permission or licence matter 

under consideration, you must leave the room unless you have obtained a dispensation 
from the Monitoring Officer or Standards Committee.  You cannot stay in the room or 
public gallery whilst discussion of the item takes place and you cannot vote on the 
matter.  In addition, you must not seek to improperly influence the decision.  Where 
members of the public are allowed to make representations, or to give evidence or 
answer questions about the matter you may, with the permission of the meeting, speak 
on a matter then leave the room. Once you have finished making your representation, 
you must leave the room whilst the matter is being discussed.   
 

iv. If you have been granted dispensation, in accordance with the Council’s dispensation 
procedure you may remain in the room.  If dispensation has been granted it will stipulate 
the extent of your involvement, such as whether you can only be present to make 
representations, provide evidence or whether you are able to fully participate and vote 
on the matter in which you have a non pecuniary interest.   

 

Further Information 

Advice can be obtained from Yinka Owa, Director of Legal, on 020 8356 6234 or email 
Yinka.Owa@hackney.gov.uk 
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LICENSING COMMITTEE 
 

THURSDAY, 30TH JUNE, 2016 
 
 

Present:  
 

Councillor Emma Plouviez in the Chair 

 Cllr Brian Bell (Vice-Chair), Cllr Sophie Cameron, 
Cllr Abraham Jacobson, Cllr Christopher Kennedy, 
Cllr Richard Lufkin, Cllr James Peters, 
Cllr Caroline Selman and Cllr Peter Snell 

 
Officers: Darren Reilly (Licensing Enforcement  Manager), 

Butta Singh (Senior Licensing Lawyer),  
David Tuitt (Team Leader - Licensing Policy and  
Operations), Natalie Williams (Governance Services  
Officer). 

 

                                                            
  

Apologies:  
 

Cllr Sharon Patrick 

                                      
Absent:  
 

Cllr Barry Buitekant, Cllr Margaret Gordon, Cllr Sade 
Etti, Cllr Simche Steinberger. 

 
 
 

1 Apologies for Absence  
 

1.1 Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Sharon Patrick.  
 
 

2 Declarations of Interest - Members to declare as appropriate  
 

2.1 There were no declarations of interests.   
 
 

3 Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
 

3.1 The minutes of the meeting held on the 10th November 2015 and the minutes of the 
extra-ordinary meeting held on 25th May 2015 were agreed as a true and accurate 
record of proceedings.  
 

4 Late Night Levy  
 

4.1 David Tuitt, Team Leader (Licensing Policy and Operations) introduced the report 
which provided information on the voluntary levy in Hackney, and an update of the 
Late Night Levy by other local authorities. This paper follows an earlier report 
considered by the Committee in November 2013 where a commitment was given to 
monitor whether a Late Night Levy was needed.  The report puts forward a proposal to 
consult on whether or not to introduce the Late Night Levy in Hackney, a decision 
which is reserved for Full Council. 

 
4.2 In reference to paragraph 3.5 of the report, David Tuitt advised the Committee that the 

Authority must consider the desirability of the levy and a case would need to be made 
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for its introduction. The Council would need to use its portion of the levy to reduce the 
impact of alcohol supply during the specified hours.  

 
4.3 The Committee was referred to paragraph 4.3 which detailed the possible revenue 

which could be raised. It was estimated that from 399 eligible licensed premises, an 
income of £362,085 per annum could be raised. It was highlighted that this was an 
estimation and that the scheme had raised 10% less than estimated in its first year in 
the neighbouring London Borough of Islington (details in Appendix 3). 

 
4.4 David Tuitt explained that following deductions of administrative costs, at least 70% of 

revenue must be paid to the Police for spending on extra policing of the night time 
economy.  

 
4.5 The Committee was advised that Newcastle and Islington had taken a collaborative 

approach with the Police by setting up a board to allow the Police and Local Authority 
to jointly determine how best the revenue is spent.  

 
4.6 David Tuitt reported that the voluntary levy currently in place deploys 4 wardens in 

Shoreditch and 2 wardens within Dalston on Friday and Saturday nights. The 
voluntary levy has been well received by local residents and businesses. Should the 
Late Night Levy be introduced, the voluntary levy would no longer continue.  

 
4.7 The Committee noted an indicative timetable set out at paragraph 8. The decision to 

consult on whether or not to introduce a levy and the decision on whether or not to 
introduce the levy is a decision reserved for Full Council. A decision is scheduled to be 
taken by Council on 20th July 2016.  

 
4.8 Councillor Snell welcomed the report, but raised concerns that all additional policing 

from the levy would be deployed within Shoreditch and not throughout the borough. In 
response to Councillor Snell’s comments, David Tuitt advised that in Islington, 
revenue from the levy has been used for one sergeant and 4 police constables who 
have an arrangement with the warden scheme. It was noted that there are particular 
stress areas within the borough, however those deployed move around the borough 
where needed.  

 
4.9 In response to a question from Councillor Kennedy relating to a Licensing Policy 

refresh, the Chair advised that there were concerns about the lack of contribution from 
Off Licenses to the voluntary levy. Should a board be set up, it would be instrumental 
in helping to steer policy and drive funds. It was envisaged that the board would work 
in correlation with the Licensing Policy.  

 
4.10 In response to a query from Councillor Peters, David Tuitt advised that the levels of 

contribution from various premises were set within legislation.  
 
4.11 Councillor Bell queried the composition of the board and whether Licensees would be 

represented to which David Tuitt advised that the intention is to have Licensees 
represented on the board which is the approach that has been taken by Islington.   

 
4.12 In response to a query made by Councillor Kennedy, Butta Singh, Senior Licensing 

Lawyer advised that should the Levy be introduced, there may be an increase in 
premises licence variations for increased hours. It was explained that applicants may 
use additional policing to justify later hours. The Committee was advised that later 
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hours within the SPA’s should only be granted if exceptional circumstances can be 
demonstrated.  

 
4.13 RESOLVED to:  

 
 (i) note the contents of the report 
 
(ii) request Full Council to consider and approve the consultation of a late night levy 

being introduced in Hackney. 
 
 
The Chair decided to vary the order of the agenda and consider agenda item 6 before 
agenda item 5. 
 

6 Licensing Service Annual Report  
 

6.1 David Tuitt, Team Leader (Licensing Policy and Operations) introduced the report, 
which provided an update on the activities and performance of the Licensing Service 
during the 2015/16 municipal year and to set out targets for the forthcoming year. It 
was noted that this was the fifth year of being presented to the Committee. Additional 
narrative was requested last year which has been included in the appendix.  

 
6.2 David Tuitt highlighted and members noted the following key points:  

• There has been an increased number of premises licences issued since the 
previous year 

• Variations of existing premises licences fell slightly from last year 
• The number of Temporary Event Notice’s (TEN’s) received fell from the 

previous year. On 1 January 2016 the limit on the amount of TEN’s given per 
calendar month rose from 12 to 15.  

• Late TEN’s (which were introduced January 2012) account for ¼ of all TEN’s. 
• The Gambling Act 2005 – There has been a stabilisation of betting shops with 

no new licence applications since 2014.  
• The Highways Act 1980 functions account for the most volume in terms of 

overall numbers received by the Licensing Service however it was noted that 
these functions will be transferred to the Streetscene Team.  

• Personal Licences previously expired after 10 years however the De-regulation 
Act 2015 abolished this requirement to renew after 10 years 

 
6.3 In relation to Licensing Enforcement activities, Darren Reilly advised that a review was 

called of 168-175 Shoreditch High Street which subsequently led to the revocation of 
the licence. A borough-wide project was undertaken with the Police and Gambling 
Commission to remove illegal gaming machines. 38 machines were subsequently 
seized. With regard to Responsible Authority representation, it was noted that 1/3 of 
the representations made by Licensing Enforcement are maintained to Sub 
Committee stage.   

 
6.4 In response to a question from Councillor Snell relating to reviews, Butta Singh 

advised that a review is the last possible resort. Every effort is taken to work with 
premises licence holders using action plans and various other tools. Darren Reilly 
added that often the threat of a review is often effective and the knowledge that a 
review can also be called by residents is helpful in securing compliance.  

 
6.5 RESOLVED to note the report. 
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5 Revised Pool of Model Licence Conditions  

 
5.1 David Tuitt, Team Leader (Licensing Policy and Operations) introduced the report. 

The appendix contained a revised pool of conditions, which provides model wording 
which can be used when making an application or representation in relation to an 
application. The conditions will be made available to applicants, responsible 
authorities and members. The intention is to provide clear, transparent and 
consistency in the wording of conditions.  

 
5.2 In response to a query from Councillor Peters relating to audible noise in the nearest 

noise sensitive premises, Butta Singh (Senior Licensing Lawyer) advised that recent 
case law stipulates that conditions relating to noise needed to be more specific. Cllr. 
Peters was referred to conditions 6-9 on page 48 of the agenda. It was however 
acknowledged that Sub Committees would be responsible for dealing with applications 
on a case by case basis and for setting limits with regard to the number of people 
outside a premises and the closing of doors and windows.  

 
5.3 It was noted that Governance Services would ensure copies of the revised pool of 

conditions would be available at each Sub Committee hearing.  
 

5.4 RESOLVED to:  
 

(i) Note the revised Pool of Model Licence Conditions at Appendix 1. 
 
 

7 Any Other Business Which In The Opinion Of The Chair Is Urgent  
 

7.1       There was no urgent business for consideration.  
 
 
 
 

 
Chairman at the meeting on 

Thursday, 30 June 2016 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to present to the Licensing Committee the 

analysis of the consultation on Hackney’s Evening and Night-time 
Economy. 

 
 
2.  RECOMMENDATION(S)  
 
2.1 The Licensing Committee is recommended to:  
 

Note and make any comments on the analysis of the consultation. 
 
 

3.  BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 Members will recall that the Council readopted the current licensing 

policy, as an interim measure in November 2015. This followed the 
discovery of the error in the consultation material that accompanied the 
draft Policy consulted upon last summer. 

 
3.2  A commitment was also given to carry out substantive consultation 

which would be carried out in 2016. 
 
3.3 A consultation on Hackney’s Evening and Night-time Economy took 

place from 25 April to 17 July 2016 and forms part of a series of public 
engagement activities. 

 
 
4.  COMMENTS OF THE GROUP DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND 

CORPORATE RESOURCES  
  
4.1 This report requests the Licensing Committee to note the analysis of 

the consultation on Hackney’s Evening and Night-time Economy, and 
has no immediate financial implications 

 
4.2 The cost of the consultation has been met from the revenue budget of 

Regulatory Services. 
 
4.3 The results of the consultation will help inform the development of 

future licensing policy for the borough.  
 
 
5.  COMMENTS OF THE DIRECTOR OF LEGAL 
 
5.1 This report is solely for noting as such there are no legal matters 

arising from the report that require comment on at this stage. 
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4.2 Notwithstanding paragraph 4.1 it should be noted that part of the 
functions of the Council requires it review its Statement of Licensing 
Policy (‘the Policy). The Act does not set out any review processes to 
be adopted. It will be a matter for the Council to decide the process of 
review, unless further regulations are produced pursuant to Section 
5(7) of the Act. 

 
4.4 The drafting of any revised policy must be done in line with the Act and 

Section 182 Government Guidance (‘the Guidance’). Section 5(4) of 
the Act permits the Policy to be amended within any 5 year period. This 
also allows the Council to consider what, if any, revisions should be 
made to the Policy subsequent to any future statutory consultation. 

 
4.5 Paragraph 13.2 of the Guidance also emphasises the need to keep the 

policy under review and to make any changes that it considers 
appropriate. 

 
 
 
APPENDICES 
Appendix 1 – Report on the Consultation 
 
EXEMPT  
Not applicable. 
 
 
Report Author 
 

David Tuitt 
Team Leader–Licensing (Policy and 
Operations) 
david.tuitt@hackney.gov.uk 
( 020 8356 4942 
 

Comments of the Group Director of 
Finance and Corporate Resources 

Jackie Moylan 
Assistant Director – Finance 
jackie.moylan@hackney.gov.uk 
( 020 8356 3032 
 

Comments of the Director of Legal  Butta Singh 
Senior Lawyer – Licensing 
butta.singh@hackney.gov.uk 
( 020 8356 6295 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This report presents the findings of the consultation on Hackney’s evening and night-time 
economy.  The consultation ran from 25 April to 17 July 2016.   
 
Residents were asked to have their say about Hackney’s nightlife between 6pm to 
midnight, and midnight to 6am.  This includes socialising in pubs, bars, clubs, restaurants, 
music venues, theatres and cinemas across the borough.   
 
BACKGROUND  
 
The growth of Hackney’s evening and night-time leisure economy has contributed to the 
borough’s wider economic growth, and to making Hackney a vibrant and fashionable place 
for people to live, work, visit and locate their businesses. 
 
It brings many benefits to the borough, including employment and regeneration, but also 
brings negative impacts such as alcohol abuse and increased anti-social behaviour. 
 
The Council wants to work together with residents and businesses to balance the needs of 
the night-time economy, and effectively manage its growth. Feedback will be used to 
inform the development of the Council’s future licensing policy for the borough. 
 
The evening and night-time economy 
 
Throughout this report, these are referenced as: 
• The evening economy – 6.00pm to 12am 
• The night-time economy – 12am to 6am. 
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CONSULTATION APPROACH 

The public consultation started on 25 April until 17 July 2016.   
 
The consultation was also publicised via the corporate consultation channels – ensuring residents 
and businesses were aware of the consultation.   
 
The wider publicity involved having the information in Hackney Today, on the Hackney website, 
and sending the information to stakeholder lists held by Licensing and Regeneration.   
 
Summary of methods used to inform, consult and involve stakeholders and wider public 
 
• The information made available on the online consultation platform citizen space.   
• Signposted the information on citizen space via www.hackney.gov.uk/licensing 

• An overall summary document and questionnaire document were made available online and 
hard copies also printed.   

• The consultation was promoted in several editions of Hackney Today.   
• Used staff headlines to signpost staff to the borough wide consultation, as a high percentage of 

staff live in the borough.   
• Mailing to key stakeholders sent by the licensing and regeneration service 

• A freepost address was provided for the returns of paper questionnaires.   
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The public consultation received 2242 responses via the online and paper response mechanism.   

We also received a detailed response from the We Love Hackney1 campaign group.  They 
provided a detailed response to the licensing policy proposals of 2015.  This has been provided to 
the Licensing  

Interpretation of the data 

Percentages in a particular chart will not always add up to 100%.  This may be due to rounding, or 
because each respondent is allowed to give more than one answer to the question.  It is also worth 
noting that the results are subject to sampling tolerances, and not all differences between sub-
groups will be statistically significant.  We need to exercise appropriate caution where a small 
group of respondents has been analysed.   

Profile of Respondents  

As the graph shows, the majority of respondents 73% 
identified themselves as Hackney residents, 26% were 
a visitor to Hackney and 27% work in Hackney.   

Base (2242) 

 

 

                                                        
1 http://www.welovehackney.org/ 
 

<1%

27%

26%

73%

No answer

I work in Hackney

Am a visitor to
hackney

Hackney Resident
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Post code analysis 

Respondents were asked to provide their full residential and/or work postcodes.   

As the table below shows, the majority 89%(2000) provided their home postcode, whilst 9.95% 
(223) provide a work postcode.  A small minority 0.85%(19) didn’t provide a response.   

Answer Options Response Count Response Percent 

Home 2000 89% 
Work 223 9.95% 
Not answered 19 0.85% 
Base (2242) 

The graph below summarises the responses to the question that asked for respodents’ postcode.  
The majority of respondents 83.99%(1883) provided a Hackney postcode.  The majority of 
responses 21.45%(481) were from the E8 postcode area.   

 

Base (2242) 
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Socialising 6pm to 12am:  

• Most popular reason for visiting Hackney in the evening (6pm to 12am) is to is to visit a bar/ 
pub or eat out at a restaurant.  The least popular option chosen was late night shopping   

• Restaurants, pubs and bars are the most popular places to socialise in Hackney in the evening, 
6pm to midnight.   

 

Socialising 12am to 6am: 

• Nearly half of respondents 47.99 %(1076) go to a pub, club, restaurant or any other type of 
alcohol-licensed night-life venue after midnight, 1 – 2 times a week.   

• 21.77 %(488) visit an alcohol licensed venue after midnight 3 – 4 times a week.   

• Most respondents 45.85%(1028), are out after midnight 1 – 2 nights a week.  

• the most popular places for people to socialise in Hackney in the night-time (12am to 6am) is: 
Clubbing/ night bars and bars 

 

Improvements 

• Provision of public toilets (49%) and litter and waste (43%) were most often cited as 
improvements.  The provision of more toilets in licensed premised premises was also cited 
(21%) 

 

When socialise 

The most popular evenings to socialise/ go out in Hackney are towards the end of the week, 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, with the most popular day being Friday (90.95%).   

 

How often do you visit these areas in the evening/ night-time? 

• Dalston: 28% visit more than week, whilst 29% visit once every two to three weeks.   

• Shoreditch: 24% visit more than once a week whilst 27% visit once every 2 to 3 weeks 

• Hackney Central: 22% visit more than once a week and 27% visit once every 2 to 3 weeks  

• London Fields/ Broadway Market: 27% visit more than once a week and 26% visit once 
every 2 to 3 weeks  

• Hackney Wick: 22% never visited Hackney Wick. 

• Chatsworth: 21% of the respondents rarely visit Chatsworth. 

• Stoke Newington: 23% of visit Stoke Newington once every 2 to 3 weeks.   

 

Leisure time – top of mind thoughts – Positive 

The majority of the positive mentions related to the fact that the area is Fun/Lively/Vibrant/ 
Exciting (25%).  This was closely followed by the fact that there’s Variety/ Lots to do/ Choice 
(21%). 

 

Leisure time – top of mind thoughts – Negative 

The majority of the negative mentions related to: 

• Issue with closing early / Closes too early / No all-night venues (7%) 
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• Security concerns/ Not safe/ ASB/ Needs more policing (3%) 

• Things being affected by licensing restrictions/ places losing their licenses (3%) 

• Crowded/ over-crowded/ Too busy (3%) 

 

The majority of respondents felt that these facilities should remain about the same, 6pm to 12am 

• Nearly 3 out of every 5 respondents felt that Traditional Pubs should remain about the same 

• 55% of respondents felt that the bars for young people should remain about the same 

• More than half of respondents felt that bars for older people should remain about the same 

• 54% of respondents felt that fine dining restaurants should remain about the same 

• More than 3 out of every 5 respondents felt that family restaurants should remain about the 
same 

• Half of respondents felt that takeaways/ fast food restaurants should remain about the same 

• More than 70% of respondents felt that off licenses should remain about the same 

 

The majority of respondents felt that there should be less of these facilities, 6pm to 12am  

• 83% of respondents felt that there should be less betting shops  

 

The majority of respondents felt that there should be more of these facilities, 6pm to 12am  

• More than 70% of respondents felt that there should be more Live music/ performance/ 
comedy venues 

• More than half of the respondents felt that there should be more cinema/ theatre provision 

 

The majority of respondents felt that these facilities should remain about the same, 12am to 6am.   

• More than 47% of respondents felt that Traditional Pubs should remain about the same 

• More than 43% of  respondents felt that Bars for older people should remain about the same 

• Nearly 60% of respondents felt that Fine dining restaurants should remain about the same 

• More than 3 out of every 5 respondents felt that Family restaurants should remain about 
the same 

• More than half of respondents felt that Takeaways/ fast food restaurants should remain 
about the same 

• More than 48% of respondents felt that cinema/theatre provision should remain about the 
same 

• Nearly 60% of all respondents felt that Off licenses should remain about the same 

• More than half of the respondents felt that the number of Shops opening later should remain 
about the same 

The majority of respondents felt that there should be more of  these facilities, 12am to 6am  

• More than 43% of respondents felt that there should be more bars for young people 

• More than 62% of respondents felt that there should be more Live music/ Performance/ 
comedy venues 
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The majority of respondents felt that there should be less of these facilities, 12am to 6am 

• More than 75% of all respondents felt that there should be less Betting shops 

Suggestions for improvements 

• Open later / Later licenses / Additional venues open later / Less early closing etc (19%) 

• More understanding on licensing / Less regulation / More flexible/Less strict enforcement / 
Do not take away licenses (12%) 

• Mention of requirement for particular offering/type of venue/event e.g. Increase cinema, 
More gay bars etc (11%) 
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OVERALL RESULTS ANALYSIS  

How often do you go to a pub, club, restaurant, or any other alcohol licensed night-life 
venue after midnight? 

Nearly half of respondents 47.99 %(1076) go to a pub, club, restaurant or any other type of 
alcohol-licensed night-life venue after midnight, 1 – 2 times a week.  21.77 %(488) visit an alcohol 
licensed venue after midnight 3 – 4 times a week.   

 

Base (2240) 

How often are you out after midnight? This might be travelling to or from work, visiting 
friends or family or any other reason (except visiting a pub, club, restaurant or other alcohol 
licensed venue?) 

Most respondents 45.85%(1028), indicated that they are out after midnight 1 – 2 nights a week.  

 

Base (2238) 
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When analysing this question by looking at whether respondents identified as a resident, someone 
who works in Hackney or a visitor, this trend of going out 1-2 times a week still holds.   

What do you like about Hackney in the evening (6pm to midnight)? (multi-code) 

As the graph shows, the most popular 
reason for visiting Hackney in the evening 
(6pm to 12am) is to is to visit a bar/ pub or 
eat out at a restaurant.  The least popular 
option chosen was late night shopping   

A small proportion of respondents 
provided an alternative response in the 
‘other’ section, which included mentions of 
cultural mix/ diversity, green spaces/ parks 

 

Base (2198) 

 

What do you like about Hackney in the night-time (midnight to 6am)? (multi-code) 

As the graph shows, 
clubbing/ night bars 
(82%) and bars/ 
pubs (80%) are the 
most liked aspects 
of Hackney in the 
night-time.   

 

 

Base (2232) 

 

Which, if any, of the following aspects of Hackney’s evening and night-time economy do 
you think most needs improving? 

As the graph below shows, the provision of public toilets (49%) and litter and waste (43%) were 
most often cited as needing improvement.  The provision of more toilets in licensed premised 
premises was also cited (21%) 
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5%

3%
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6%

11%

12%

15%

21%

24%

26%

26%

Other
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Policing

Safety
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Poor public transport
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More public toilets

Base (2,220) 
 
How do you mainly socialise/ go out in Hackney in the evening 6pm to midnight? 

As the graph shows, 
restaurants, pubs and bars are 
the most popular places to 
socialise in Hackney in the 
evening, 6pm to midnight.   

 

 

 

 

Base (2137) 

How do you mainly socialise/ go out in Hackney in the night-time midnight to 6am? 

As the graph shows, the 
most popular places for 
people to socialise in 
Hackney in the night-time 
(12am to 6am) is: 
Clubbing/ night bars and 
bars 

Base (2178) 
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Which evenings do you mostly socialise/ go out in Hackney? 

The most popular evenings to 
socialise/ go out in Hackney 
are towards the end of the 
week, Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday, with the most 
popular day being Friday 
(90.95%).   

 

 

 

Base (2210) 

How often do you visit these areas in the evening/ night-time? 

• Dalston: 28% visit 
more than week, 
whilst 29% visit once 
every two to three 
weeks.   

• Shoreditch: 24% 
visit more than once 
a week whilst 27% 
visit once every 2 to 
3 weeks 

• Hackney Central: 
22% visit more than 
once a week and 
27% visit once every 
2 to 3 weeks  

• London Fields/ 
Broadway Market: 
27% visit more than 
once a week and 
26% visit once every 
2 to 3 weeks  

Base (2239) 

• Hackney Wick: 22% never visited Hackney Wick. 

• Chatsworth: 21% of the respondents rarely visit Chatsworth. 

• Stoke Newington: 23% of visit Stoke Newington once every 2 to 3 weeks.   
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What’s the first thing that comes to mind when you think about spending your leisure time 
in one of the above areas during the evening/ night-time? 

We received 1861 responses to this question. This has been analysed by looking at the positive 
and the negative responses and two tables depicting this are shown below.   

The majority of the positive mentions related to the fact that the area is Fun/Lively/Vibrant/ 
Exciting (25%).  This was closely followed by the fact that there’s Variety/ Lots to do/ Choice 
(21%). 

Fun / Lively / Vibrant / Exciting / Life 25% 

Variety / Lots to do / Choice 21% 

Drinking / Pubs / Bars / Great beer / Craft beer etc. 16% 

Good atmosphere / Friendly / Good like-minded people /  Relaxed / Freedom 15% 

Restaurants / Eating 13% 

Music/ Live music 11% 

Diversity / Diverse 8% 

Friends / Seeing people I know 8% 

Great area / Generally positive / The best place in London etc. 7% 

Socialising / Meeting interesting people / Meeting people  6% 

Clubbing / Dancing / Clubs / Great clubs / Choice of clubs 6% 

Enjoyable / Good times 5% 

People from all walks of life 4% 

Different / Alternative / Unique 4% 

Culture  4% 

Safe / No ASB 4% 

Close to home / Local to me 4% 

Nightlife 4% 

Multicultural 3% 

Independent / Non-commercial / Non-chain etc. 3% 

Other positive mention 3% 

Creativity 3% 

Art 2% 

Outdoor spaces/places/venues/parks/walks by canal etc. 2% 

Cutting edge / Innovation / Lots of new things going on 2% 

Youthful / Young people 2% 

Good quality /Quality of offering / Quality venues etc. 2% 

Community / Connecting with the community / Creating community 2% 

Cool / Trendy / Fashionable 2% 

Can stay out late / Open until late / 24hr 2% 

Public transport / Good transport links 1% 

Affordable / Good value 1% 

Cinemas/ Choice of cinemas / Can watch a film 1% 

Accessible / Convenient  1% 

Interesting 1% 

Accessible / Convenient  1% 

Cinemas/ Choice of cinemas / Can watch a film 1% 

Public transport / Good transport links 1% 

Affordable / Good value 1% 
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The majority of the negative mentions related to: 
• Issue with closing early / Closes too early / No all-night venues (7%) 
• Security concerns/ Not safe/ ASB/ Needs more policing (3%) 
• Things being affected by licensing restrictions/ places losing their licenses (3%) 
• Crowded/ over-crowded/ Too busy (3%) 
 
Issue with closing early / Closes too early / No all-night venues 7% 

Other   6% 

Security concerns / Not safe / ASB / Needs more policing 3% 

Other negative mention 3% 

Things being affected by licensing restrictions / Places losing their licenses 3% 

Crowded / Over-crowded / Too busy 3% 

Less variety/choice than before / Places closing down / Nightclubs closing /Dance Tunnel is closing 2% 

Expensive 2% 

Poor access / Difficult to get home / Poor public transport / Traffic / Blocked roads etc 2% 

Drunks 2% 

Dirt / Litter and rubbish / Urination / Defecation / A mess after the night before etc. 2% 

Gentrification 2% 

Lack of variety 1% 

Noise 1% 

Negative mention of drinking culture / Too many licensed premises 1% 
 

Thinking about the night-time area in Hackney you visit most often, which of the following – 
evening and night-time facilities do you feel there needs to be more/ less/ about the same 
from 6pm to midnight? 
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The majority of respondents felt that these facilities should remain ABOUT THE SAME, 6PM TO 
12AM 

• Nearly 3 out of every 5 respondents felt that Traditional Pubs should remain about the same 
• 55% of respondents felt that the bars for young people should remain about the same 
• More than half of respondents felt that bars for older people should remain about the same 
• 54% of respondents felt that fine dining restaurants should remain about the same 
• More than 3 out of every 5 respondents felt that family restaurants should remain about the 

same 
• Half of respondents felt that takeways/ fast food restaurants should remain about the same 
• More than 70% of respondents felt that off licenses should remain about the same 
 
The majority of respondents felt that there should be LESS OF these facilities, 6PM TO 12AM 

• 83% of respondents felt that there should be less betting shops  
 
The majority of respondents felt that there should be MORE OF these facilities, 6PM TO 12AM 

• More than 70% of respondents felt that there should be more Live music/ performance/ 
comedy venues 

• More than half of the respondents felt that there should be more cinema/ theatre provision 
 
Thinking about the night-time area in Hackney you visit most often, which of the following – 
evening and night-time facilities do you feel there needs to be more/ less/ about the same 
from midnight to 6am? 
 

 
Base (2159) 
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The majority of respondents felt that these facilities should remain ABOUT THE SAME, 12AM TO 
6AM 
• More than 47% of respondents felt that Traditional Pubs should remain about the same 
• More than 43% of  respondents felt that Bars for older people should remain about the same 
• Nearly 60% of respondents felt that Fine dining restaurants should remain about the same 
• More than 3 out of every 5 respondents felt that Family restaurants should remain about 

the same 
• More than half of respondents felt that Takeaways/ fast food restaurants should remain 

about the same 
• More than 48% of respondents felt that cinema/theatre provision should remain about the 

same 
• Nearly 60% of all respondents felt that Off licenses should remain about the same 
• More than half of the respondents felt that the number of Shops opening later should remain 

about the same 

The majority of respondents felt that there should be MORE OF these facilities, 12AM TO 6AM 
• More than 43% of respondents felt that there should be more bars for young people 
• More than 62% of respondents felt that there should be more Live music/ Performance/ 

comedy venues 

The majority of respondents felt that there should be LESS OF these facilities, 12AM TO 6AM 
• More than 75% of all respondents felt that there should be less Betting shops 

 

What suggestions have you got for improving the local area in the evening and night-time? 

We received 1273 responses to this question. The majority of mentions related to: 
• Open later / Later licenses / Additional venues open later / Less early closing etc (19%) 
• More understanding on licensing / Less regulation / More flexible/Less strict enforcement / 

Do not take away licenses (12%) 
• Mention of requirement for particular offering/type of venue/event e.g. Increase cinema, 

More gay bars etc (11%) 
 
Open later / Later licenses / Additional venues open later / Less early closing etc. 19% 

More understanding on licensing / Less regulation / More flexible/Less strict enforcement / Do 
not take away licenses 12% 

Mention of requirement for particular offering/type of venue/event e.g. Increase cinema, More gay 
bars etc. 11% 

Improved transport offering/links / Later transport / 24hr transport etc. 10% 

Smaller venues/bars/pubs to have later licenses as well 9% 

More policing / More visible police / Better policing 9% 

Improved toilet facilities/public urinals etc. 8% 

Cleaner streets / More cleaning / Anti-littering campaigns/ More bins / Better rubbish collection etc 8% 

Other 6% 

Keep / Encourage choice/variety of venues / Cater for all cultures and tastes etc. 6% 

A more pro-night-life attitude /A council that recognise the value of night life economy / A Night time 
Major 6% 

No improvement necessary / Keep it as it is etc. 6% 

Mention of counter productivity of early closing e.g. Large numbers flock to the few venues that are 
open/or have nowhere to go which creates street drinking/Anti-social behaviour is exacerbated by early 
closing 

5% 

Do something about the noise / Better response to noise /Better noise control / Allocate more resources 
to 'noise team' 5% 
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Better control/management of anti-social behaviour 5% 

More/Encourage independents / Less commercial / Less chain /Less Pret a Manger etc. 5% 

More late night food offering/take-aways etc 4% 

Limit developers/building of new/unaffordable housing etc. 4% 

Increase safety/security 3% 

Less influence from new residents /  If you move next to a venue like pub/club you shouldn't have right to 
complain about noise 3% 

Address drunkeness/drinking culture/more alcohol free venues 3% 

More emphasis on the way venues are managed/on venues operating in a way that does not cause 
social problems/noise from crowds outside/leaving /noise from music etc. 3% 

Limit late licenses / No more late licenses / Fewer late venues 2% 

Stricter licensing / Better enforcement of licensing conditions 2% 

Improved communication/understanding between stakeholders / venues and  residentsetc. 2% 

Reduce outside congregation/for drinking/smoking / Drinkers congregating on pavements etc. 2% 

Better lighting 2% 

Encourage arts/creativity 2% 

Better outdoor offering e.g. Pavement restaurants/cafes/ Live music in the parks etc. 2% 

Community officers / Local community staff to 'police' the area 2% 

More pro-resident attitude 2% 

Controlled areas / Avoid having venues in residential areas / Allocate areas for entertainment venues / 
Quiet zones in residential areas etc. 2% 

Support new/ upcoming venues/entrepreneurs/new business ideas 1% 

Better traffic management/ pedestrianisation / Roads closed to traffic at night etc. 1% 

Minimise / Restrict/ Ban betting shops 1% 

Less late night off-licenses etc. 1% 

Cap rents for businesses/venues/keep business rates low 1% 

Limit particular type of venue e.g. Dive bars / Larger commercial clubs 1% 

Make it more affordable/less expensive 1% 

Less fast food/junk food options 1% 

Less strict on noise / Don't punish/Be less quick to punish venues for noise complaints 1% 

Encourage more shops to open later/24 hr 1% 

Do something about drug culture/dealers etc. 1% 

More provision for older people / Too youth oriented at the moment 1% 

Build community / Community workshops etc. 1% 

Friendlier/Less aggressive/Better trained door staff/bouncers 1% 

No answer 1% 

More provision/support for homeless 1% 

Sound proof new builds / Put responsibility on new build homes for sound-proofing etc. 1% 

Venues/Facilities should be for the benefit mainly of residents / Too many tourists/ People coming in 
from outside the area 1% 

Levy on venues / Venues should contribute to cost of clean up/policing etc. 1% 

Encourage visitors/tourists to come to the area 1% 
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PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS 

Gender analysis 

57% of men responded to the consultation in comparison to females (41%)2i.  . About 1% didn’t 
respond to the question.  The implications of the over representation of males is that the views of 
males maybe are over stated by the sample result. 

 

Age analysis 

The majority of respondents 52% (1175) said they were aged between 25 to 34; significantly more 
than the proportion of the borough3 as a whole.  The next highest age group were those aged 35 to 
44, with 25% (560) of respondents.   

Disability analysis 

About 96% (2160) of respondents said they did not have a disability, whilst about 2% (41) 
respondents answered ‘yes’ to having a disability.  2% (41) didn’t provide a response to this 
question.   

Caring responsibilities 

About 95% (2140) of respondents said they did not have caring responsibilities, whilst about 2% 
(42) respondents answered ‘yes’ to having caring responsibilities.  3% (60) didn’t provide a 
response to this question.   

Ethnicity analysis 

As the graph below shows, a significant proportion of the respondents, 84%4, gave their ethnicity 
as white.  The remaining respondents are from various ethnic minority communities.   

                                                        
2 Around 50% of Hackney’s population is Male and 50% is Female.  (Hackney’s Population, Borough Profile, Office of National 
Statistics Population Estimates, 2014 Mid-Year Estimates 

3 Around 27% of Hackney’s population is aged 25 to 34; 16% aged 35 to 44 and 11% aged 45 to 54 (Hackney’s Population, Borough 
Profile, Office of National Statistics Population Estimates, 2014 Mid-Year Estimates).   

4 Around 55% of Hackney’s population White, 23% Black and 8% Asian. (Hackney’s Population, Borough Profile, Office of National 
Statistics Population Estimates, 2014 Mid-Year Estimates) 
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Religion 

The majority of respondents 72% chose the atheist/ no religious belief option when asked about 
the religious belief.    
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Base (2242) 

Sexual Orientation 

The majority of respondents (80%) said they were heterosexual.   
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CONCLUSION 

The consultation from April to July 2016 elicited more than 2200 responses.   

• 73% were Hackney residents, 26% visitors to Hackney and 27% work in Hackney.   

• 83.99%(1883) provided a Hackney postcode.  The majority of responses 21.45%(481) were 
from the E8 postcode area.   

• The most popular evenings to socialise/ go out in Hackney are towards the end of the week, 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, with the most popular day being Friday (90.95%).   

 

Socialising 6pm to 12am: 

• Most popular reason for visiting Hackney in the evening (6pm to 12am) is to is to visit a bar/ 
pub or eat out at a restaurant.  The least popular option chosen was late night shopping   

• Restaurants, pubs and bars are the most popular places to socialise in Hackney in the evening, 
6pm to midnight.   

 

Socialising 12am to 6am: 

• Nearly half of respondents 47.99 %(1076) go to a pub, club, restaurant or any other type of 
alcohol-licensed night-life venue after midnight, 1 – 2 times a week.   

• 21.77 %(488) visit an alcohol licensed venue after midnight 3 – 4 times a week.   

• Most respondents 45.85%(1028), are out after midnight 1 – 2 nights a week.  

• the most popular places for people to socialise in Hackney in the night-time (12am to 6am) is: 
Clubbing/ night bars and bars 

 

Improvements 

• Provision of public toilets (49%) and litter and waste (43%) were most often cited as 
improvements.  The provision of more toilets in licensed premised premises was also cited 
(21%) 

 

Leisure time – top of mind thoughts – Negative 

The majority of the positive mentions related to the fact that the area is Fun/Lively/Vibrant/ 
Exciting (25%).  This was closely followed by the fact that there’s Variety/ Lots to do/ Choice 
(21%). 

 

Leisure time – top of mind thoughts – Positive 

The majority of the negative mentions related to: 

• Issue with closing early / Closes too early / No all-night venues (7%) 

• Security concerns/ Not safe/ ASB/ Needs more policing (3%) 

• Things being affected by licensing restrictions/ places losing their licenses (3%) 

• Crowded/ over-crowded/ Too busy (3%) 
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Suggestions for improvements 

• Open later / Later licenses / Additional venues open later / Less early closing etc (19%) 

• More understanding on licensing / Less regulation / More flexible/Less strict enforcement / 
Do not take away licenses (12%) 

• Mention of requirement for particular offering/type of venue/event e.g. Increase cinema, 
More gay bars etc (11%) 

 

The results of the consultation will be considered by the Licensing Committee.  The results of the 
consultation, in addition to other evidence and information, will help inform the development of 
future licensing policy for the borough.   

If you have any queries about the Licensing Act and our policy, please contact the Licensing 
Service on 020 8356 2431 or email licensing@hackney.gov.uk 
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